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Abstract: In economically developed regions, the occupation of arable land has long been a significant concern, and identifying cultivated land 
accurately is crucial for mitigating this issue. To address the problem of "pseudo-change" caused by complex backgrounds, uneven brightness, 
and natural growth, we propose a change detection algorithm based on twin neural networks. Our algorithm comprises two sub-networks and 

a decision layer that use a multi-scale feature model and an improved spatio-temporal attention module to extract and process features from 
two temporal images. We validate our algorithm using high-resolution UAV aerial photography data with a resolution of 0.3m and 0.05m. Our 
proposed method achieves an F1 coefficient of over 87% in the cultivated land feature change detection dataset, which is more than 45% higher 

than the traditional STANet. The contribution of our research lies in developing a more effective method for identifying cult ivated land in 
economically developed regions, which can help mitigate the serious "man-made disaster" of arable land occupation. Our proposed method 
has the potential to contribute significantly to the field of precision agriculture and land resource management.  
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1.0 Introduction  

The planet is facing severe disasters due to factors such as climate change and environmental damage. Arable land, one of the most 

important natural resources for human beings, is also threatened by disasters. Arable land protection is an important basis for food security, 
and governments and researchers have conducted a series of studies on arable land protection, which has always been a hot topic of research 
in agronomy, ecology and geography (Hu et al., 2021). 

In contrast to natural disasters such as floods, extreme weather, pests and diseases, arable land in more economically developed 
regions also faces the "man-made disaster" of arable land encroachment. For a long time, the authorities at all levels have been strictly 
prohibiting and cracking down on the illegal occupation and destruction of arable land and other issues related to agriculture, but due to the 

huge profit motive and the complexity of the situation involved, such cases have been prohibited but not stopped. For the encroachment of 
arable land, the main research currently focuses on the detection of buildings in arable land (He et al., 2016). Traditional building detection 
results mainly come from external mapping and visual interpretation, which are affected by topography, weather and other environmental factors, 

and are time-consuming and difficult to ensure their timeliness; visual interpretation methods to obtain building information on high-precision 
remote sensing images are time-consuming and costly. Since entering the automated building detection stage, researchers have used computer 

technology to achieve the extraction of building targets from light detection and ranging（LiDAR) data and remotely sensed images by identifying 

building features such as building edge contours and corner point information (Jin et al., 2013). Using supervised classification methods 

combining classifiers such as back propagation neural networks, support vector machines and random forests (Liu et al., 2015) to produce 
sample datasets and train the classification models, the classification accuracy was effectively improved. However, due to the diverse building 
morphology, different angles of remote sensing image photography and resolution, the trained models generally have the deficiency of poor 

generalization ability. With the introduction of convolutional neural networks (CNN), this situation has been largely improved and the models 
have a strong generalisation capability. Based on this idea of end-to-end convolutional neural networks, U-Net and mask regional convolutional 
neural network (Mask RCNN) (Chen et al., 2018) were derived to further improve the performance of building extraction models. The proposed 

twin neural networks have further promoted the development of remote sensing image change detection. At present, the detection of arable 
land features is only limited to buildings, but in fact, the risk of "non-food" exists in structures such as sheds, which should also be the target of 
arable land conservation feature detection, but there is less comprehensive research in this area (Gao et al., 2022). 

In addition, due to the special characteristics of cropland, cropping patterns and the natural growth of plants affect the external 
characteristics of cropland, different crops are grown at different times of the year, and the colour, volume and form of plants in cropland vary 
from season to season, making it difficult to detect changes. High-resolution remote sensing data provides a rich data source for change 

detection, and the features in high-resolution data are richer and more detailed, but this also brings more "pseudo-change" information to the 
change detection work, which affects the accuracy of change detection (Beke et al., 2021). 

The aim of this study is to address the problems of complex background, uneven brightness and "pseudo-change" caused by natural 

growth factors in arable land areas. The algorithm makes full use of the twin neural network to detect the change in the area. The algorithm 
gives full play to the feature mining ability of twin neural networks, which can effectively extract the change detection information of cropland 
features and improve the detection accuracy of cropland change detection. 

 
2.0 Study Area 

Jintan District, which belongs to Changzhou City, Jiangsu Province, is located in the south of Jiangsu Province, between 31°33′42″-

31°53′22″N and 119°17′45″-119°44′59″E. In this paper, a designated area in Jintan District was selected as the experimental area, which has 

a strong agricultural base, a large proportion of agricultural land, intensive human activities in the surrounding area, and the presence of arable 
land occupation, and is suitable for arable land feature change detection study. 
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Figure 1: Study area location map.   

 
3.0 Materials and Methods 
3.1 Data 

The data in this study are mainly remote sensing images in two-time phases: UAV remote sensing data for 2018 and 2021, Remote 
sensing data for 2018 is 0.05m in summer, remote sensing data for 2021 is 0.3m in spring. 

 
3.1 3.2 Methodology 

The proposed twin neural network for arable land feature change detection focuses on the Spatial-Temporal Attention Neural Network 

(STANet) with improvements in the network structure of the feature extraction layer and for the spatio-temporal attention module. 
 

3.2.1 STANet basic network architecture 

STANet is designed to model the spatio-temporal relationships with a self-attentive module that calculates the attention weight 
between the same positions of two temporal images and uses this weight to generate saliency features. In addition, the model partitions the 
image into multi-scale sub-regions so that spatio-temporal dependencies can be established at different scales and can be adapted to various 

sizes of images (H. Chen & Shi, 2020). The basic structure of the STANet model is shown in Figure 2. 

  
Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the STANet structure. 

 
3.2.2 Improvement of the network structure of the feature extraction layer 

Feature extraction is the most important part of change detection work. In traditional convolutional neural networks, the input results 
of this layer are derived from the output results of the previous layer. As the number of layers increases, the network can perform more complex 
feature extraction, but the network suffers from degradation, i.e. the accuracy of the network decreases when the depth of the network increases. 

Unlike traditional convolutional neural networks where the parameter layer learns the mapping between input and output, the parameter layer 
in ResNet networks learns the residual representation of the input and output, i.e. the residual problem is used to solve the model training 
degradation problem (Wu et al., 2019). 

Let the features that can be learned for a stacked-layer structure when the input is x be 𝐻(𝑥), whose residuals can be expressed as 

Eq.1. 
 

𝐹(𝑥) = 𝐻(𝑥) − 𝑥      (1) 

 

Then the original learned features can be expressed as F(x) + x. Figure 3 shows the residual basic unit. According to the figure, it 
can be seen that when the input features 𝑥 satisfy the criteria, 𝐻(𝑥) and 𝑥 are similar, then it means that F(x) tends to 0 and 𝑥 will be forward 

propagated in a constant mapping and its output will not affect the next layer. 
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Figure 3: Basic residual unit 

 

In the field of computer vision, multi-scale features are crucial. The multi-scale feature model (Res2Net) (Chen et al., 2018) is a 
successful variant of ResNet that successfully introduces the scale problem into ResNet, allowing it to be integrated with other modules 
without increasing the amount of computational load. Res2Net uses a variable structure to replace the convolutional kernel in the original 

ResNet, which implements layered connections in a separate residual block that embodies multi-scale features. In addition, Res2Net 
increases the perceptual domain of each network layer and does not increase the network parameters. Such features allow Res2Net to be 
inserted into other convolutional neural networks without increasing the computational load while improving network performance. The 

building blocks of Res2Net are shown in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4: Schematic diagram of the Res2Net structure block 

 

In previous research by scholars, the detection results of Res2Net on several datasets such as ImageNet and CIFAR-100 are better 
than those of ResNet. In this paper, in order to further improve the extraction accuracy of the feature extraction layer, Res2Net is used as the 
extraction of the feature extraction layer to effectively improve the extraction accuracy of the feature extraction layer, and thus improve the 

change detection detection effect (Zhang et al., 2020). 
 

3.2.3Improvement of basic spatial–temporal attention module 

The Basic Spatial-temporal Attention Module (BAM) is a combination of the self-attentive mechanism in natural language processing 
and convolutional neural networks (W. Du et al., 2018). The computational flow of BAM is shown in Figure 5. 

 

 
Figure 5: Schematic diagram of BAM 

 

Let the length of the image be 𝐻, the width be 𝑊, the number of convolution layers be 𝐶, the feature tensor be 𝑋,  𝑋 ∈ 𝑅𝐶×𝐻×𝑊×2, and  

𝑋 can be obtained as 𝐾𝑒𝑦, 𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦 and 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 by three different convolution layers, i.e., three feature maps are obtained as 𝐾, 𝑄 and 𝑉, where 

𝐾𝜖𝑅𝐶′×𝐻×𝑊×2, 𝑄𝜖𝑅𝐶′×𝐻×𝑊×2, 𝑉𝜖𝑅𝐶×𝐻×𝑊×2. To reduce the number of network parameters, 𝐾, 𝑄 and 𝑉 are resampled to obtain 𝐾, �̃�, �̃�, and such 

that 𝑋 and the output feature tensor is 𝑍. The computational steps are shown below: 
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Step 1: Computing the transpose of 𝐾 and the dot product of �̃� and dividing by √𝐶′. 

Step 2: Normalisation by the softmax function to obtain the weight coefficient A, calculated as in equation 2. 

 𝐴 = 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥(
𝐾𝑇�̃�

√𝐶′
)         (2) 

Step 3: The weighting coefficients A and Value are weighted and summed to obtain, as in equation 3 

 �̃� = �̃� ∗ 𝐴           (3) 

Step 4: Resampling �̃� to obtain 𝑌, 𝑌𝜖𝑅𝐶×𝐻×𝑊×2. 

Step 5: Calculating the output feature tensor 𝑍, 𝑍𝜖𝑅𝐶×𝐻×𝑊×2 by equation 4. 

 𝑍 = 𝑌 + 𝑋         (4) 

 

The above steps result in a feature tensor 𝑍 output by the self-attentive module, which takes into account the influence of any other 

position on this map. As a result, the BAM module allows the light invariance between pixels to be obtained, effectively improving the alignment 
robustness of the model. 

In traditional pooling operations, the main purpose is to extract invariant features in the image, without focusing on the information 
that is missing for spatial locations. The Pyramid spatial-temporal attention module (PAM) is a spatial-temporal self-attentive module that 
aggregates multi-scale information to address this problem. The PAM achieves a more accurate output feature map by extracting the context.  

In PAM, it mainly utilises the idea of the pyramid pooling module in the Scene Level Global Information Extraction Model ——Pyramid 
Scene Parsing Network( PSPNet), and then implements the design of PAM by combining it with the self-attention mechanism. the computational 
flow of PAM is shown in Figure 6. 

Four different branches are designed in the PAM, each with a fixed sub-region size set to 𝑠 × 𝑠，𝑠 = {1,2,4,8}, and similar to the BAM, 

the length of the image is set to 𝐻, the width to 𝑊, the feature tensor to 𝑋, 𝑋 ∈ 𝑅𝐶×𝐻×𝑊×2, and the output feature tensor to 𝑍. The computational 

steps are shown below: 
 

Step 1:divide 𝑋 into 𝑠 × 𝑠 subregions, where each subregion 𝑋𝑖𝑗 ∈ 𝑅𝐶×
𝐻

2
×

𝑊

2
×2, 𝑖, 𝑗 = {1,2}. 

Step 2: Repeat steps 1-5 in the BAM module for each subregion in each of the four branches to obtain the local attention features at 
that scale. 

Step 3: stitch the local attention on the four branches and then pass the 1 × 1 convolution layer to obtain the updated residual feature 

vector 𝑌, 𝑌 ∈ 𝑅𝐶×𝐻×𝑊×2. 

Step 4: Based on the residual network properties, the output feature tensor 𝑍, 𝑍 is obtained according to Equation 5. 𝑍 ∈ 𝑅𝐶×𝐻×𝑊×2 

 𝑍 = 𝑌 + 𝑋            (5) 

 

 
Figure 6: Schematic diagram of PAM 

 
Through the calculation, Z is the final multi-scale attentional feature. The PAM module enables better global contextual information 

to be obtained, and the four branches fuse the results of local attention operations on different sub-regions, ensuring that each pixel in the 
image undergoes self-attention operations at different scales, which allows edge information to be preserved for better extraction results. 
Figure 7 shows the Improved Spatial-temporal Self-Attention Module. 
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Figure 7: Schematic diagram of the Improved Spatial-temporal Self-Attention Module 

 
 

3.2.4 Algorithm for detecting changes in arable land features based on multi-scale features and an improved spatio-temporal self-attentive 

module 

In order to further improve the recognition capability of the feature extraction layer and the ability to capture distinguish ing features, 
and further reduce the impact of "pseudo-change", this paper proposes a change detection algorithm (STANet_R2N_SAS) based on a multi-

scale feature model and an improved spatio-temporal self-attention mechanism module. It first uses the scale features of Res2Net to obtain 
different scale detail features; then the feature map is processed by the improved spatial attention module of the spatio-temporal attention 
module, and the double attention mechanism is used to give more weight to the change region, which results in significant changes, and the 

loss function is used to equalize the change information. The specific network structure is shown in Figure 8. 
 

 
Figure 8: Structure of change detection algorithm based on multi-scale 

 

4.0 Results 
4.1 Feature importance 

Based on the preliminary analysis of the development law of landslide in the study area, the considered parameters related to 

landslides in the region are elevation, slope, aspect, distance from road (DFRO), distance from river (DFRI), distance from structure (DFS), 
vegetation cover and engineering rock group (ERG). The information value model is adopted, and the contribution of various factors to landslide 
is considered. The information value model is established by using Formula (1) to obtain the predicted information value of each factor, as 

shown in Table 1, and get the predicted information value of all factors, as shown in Fig.2a. According to the statistics of the distribution data of 
grid information in the whole area, the abrupt change point of the data is taken as the critical value of grade division, and the vulnerability of 
landslides in the whole area is divided into four grades: very high susceptibility area, high susceptibility area, medium susceptibility area, and 

low susceptibility area, as shown in Fig.2b. 
In this experiment, the two temporal images were subjected to change detection according to the change detection process of arable 

land features from high resolution images, using the STANet_R2N_SA-PAM model, and the total area of the final change detection results was 
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0.36 Square kilometres. Figure 9 shows the distribution of arable land feature change information in this region after the arable land change 
detection process. 

 
Figure 9: Results of the distribution of change detection results in the experimental area   

 

5.0 Discussion 
5.1 Change detection results based on traditional methods 

Based on the experimental validation conducted in this subsection, we present Table 1, which showcases various change detection 

methods, including their traditional counterparts and their deformations. The table classifies the change detection algorithms into three primary 
categories based on their algorithmic cores, encompassing a total of five detection methods, namely the Slow Feature Analysis  Algorithm (SFA) 
(Shang et al., 2018), Affine Slow Feature Analysis Algorithm (ISFA) (Das et al., 2019), Multivariate Change Detection Algorithm for Typical 

Correlation Analysis (MAD) (B. Du et al., 2018), Multivariate Change Detection Algorithm for Affine Typical Correlation Analysis (IRMAD) (Jabari 
et al., 2019), and Principal Component Analysis Clustering Change Detection Algorithm (PCAKmeans) (Leichtle et al., 2017). 

 
Table 1: Change detection methods based on traditional methods and their deformations 

Algorithm core Name 

Slow Feature 

Analysis (SFA) 

 Change detection method based on slow feature analysis (SFA) 

Change detection method based on iterative slow feature analysis (ISFA) 
 
Multivariate change detection method based on typical correlation analysis (MAD) 

Iterative multivariate change detection based on typical correlation analysis (IRMAD) 
 
 

Change detection method based on K-means clustering principal component analysis 
(PCAK-means) 

Typical correlation  

analysis (MAD) 

K-means clustering, 

Principal component  
analysis 

 
The arable land feature dataset's change detection results using the traditional method are presented in Figure 10. The figures depict 

the T1 time-phased image, T2 time-phased image, and true change information in 10(a), 10(b), and 10(c), respectively. Upon examining the 

detection results in Figures 4-5, it becomes apparent that conventional change detection algorithms based on image elements face a common 
challenge, rendering the detection results neither good nor bad. While change information is extracted in the change detection results, the 
features' change information cannot be accurately highlighted. From the results' perspective, traditional change detection algorithms are highly 

susceptible to vegetation change, and the outcomes often display 'pretzel noise,' leading to inconspicuous change information extraction that 
is mostly irrelevant to the detection's content. Among the five methods selected in this section, the ISFA (Figure 10(e)) and IRMAD (Figure 
10(g)) algorithms exhibit clearer boundaries than the other algorithms, with fewer detection result noises and the ability to extract relatively 

complete change information. 
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Figure 10: Comparison results based on conventional methods (a) T1 temporal image; (b) T2 temporal image; (c) label; (d) SFA; (e) 

ISFA; (f) MAD; (g) IRMAD; (h) PCAKmeans 

 
5.2 Change detection results based on twin neural networks 

In order to further evaluate the superiority of the network design performance of this paper, the adaptability and effectiveness of the 

improved algorithms and improved modules for the detection of change in cultivated land features, this section will design di fferent algorithm 
modules to evaluate the accuracy of change detection in cultivated land features. The twin network-based change detection algorithms and 
their deformations selected in this section are shown in Tables 4-4, which classify the change detection algorithms into four categories according 

to the feature extraction layer network, and refine the algorithms into ten detection methods according to the different attention modules, i.e. by 
combining different feature extraction layer networks with different attention modules to design ablation experiments, the improved modules 
proposed in this paper and the improved algorithms on the cropland feature change detection dataset change detection dataset for validation.  

In Table 2, where ResNet and Res2Net are different feature extraction layer networks, BAM and PAM are different spatio-temporal 
attention modules, and SA_BAM and SA_PAM are different improved spatio-temporal attention modules. Programme 3 in Table 4-3 is the twin 
neural network-based algorithm for detecting changes in cultivated land features proposed in this paper, and the rest are experimental 
comparison schemes. 

 
Table 2: The hazard information value of factors Change detection methods based on twin networks and their deformations 

 
Table 3 shows the accuracy evaluation results of the deep learning-based change detection model on the cropland feature change 

detection dataset. The table lists the overall accuracy, precision, recall and F1 coefficient related evaluation metrics for all the deep learning 
methods. The comparison of the change detection accuracies of the different methods in Tables 4-5 shows that Scenario 1, Scenario 2 and 
Scenario 3 have significantly improved in each evaluation metric compared to STANet. Scheme I show an overall improvement of more than 

0.1 in the F1 coefficient compared to STANet, which indicates the positive effect of the improved spatio-temporal self-attentive module in 
processing change information. Scenario 2 shows an overall improvement of around 0.3 compared to STANet, which indicates the effective 
improvement in the model's ability to extract change information after replacing the feature extraction layer. Scenario three shows an overall 

improvement of more than 0.4 in the F1 coefficient compared to STANet, which illustrates the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm for 
detecting change in cultivated land features. In addition, Scheme III in turn outperformed the other schemes in other indicators. Therefore, it is 
concluded from this data set that the design of Scheme III outperforms both Scheme II and Scheme I. Among all the model results, the 

STANet_R2N_SA-PAM model is the best solution among all the solutions, with the highest F1 coefficient of 0.86 among all the algorithms, and 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)

Design 
programme 

Algorithm name 
Feature extraction layer Attention module Improved attention module 

ResNet Res2Net BAM PAM SA_BAM SA_PAM 

STANet STANet 

√      

√  √    

√   √   

Programme1 STANet_SA 
√    √  

√     √ 

Programme2 STANet_R2N 

 √     

 √ √    

 √  √   

Programme3 STANet_R2N_SAS 
 √   √  

 √    √ 
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the algorithm obtained the closest results to the ground reference data, thus illustrating the effectiveness of the improved strategy and algorithm 
proposed in this paper from the data level. 

 

Table 3: The hazard information value of factors Change detection methods based on twin networks and their deformations 

Design programme 
Feature extraction 
layer 

Attention  
module 

Overall 
accuracy 

Accuracy 
Recall 
rate 

F1 
coefficient 

STANet ResNet 

- 0.976 0.242 0.322 0.283 

BAM 0.976 0.293 0.482 0.362 

PAM 0.989 0.747 0.312 0.438 

Programme1 
STANet_SA 

ResNet 
SA_BAM 0.987 0.718 0.317 0.439 

SA_PAM 0.986 0.552 0.569 0.561 

Programme2 

STANet_R2N 
Res2Net 

- 0.990 0.616 0.914 0.739 

BAM 0.992 0.718 0.792 0.754 

PAM 0.989 0.682 0.797 0.734 

Programme3 

STANet_R2N_SAS 
Res2Net 

SA_BAM 0.991 0.743 0.759 0.756 

SA_PAM 0.996* 0.794* 0.949* 0.871* 

 

In order to visually verify the effect of different models on the extraction of change areas, some typical features are selected for further 
analysis and evaluation in this paper, and the models are presented in categories according to the attention module. 

Figures 11 show the change detection results based on the PAM module for the arable dataset. From the experimental results, the 

pixel-level change detection method can basically detect most of the change information of the cultivated land features, but the results of the 
STANet-PAM algorithm in Figure11(d) have more miss detection than other methods, failing to accurately identify the change contours, and 
there are also cases of false detection, marking unchanged areas in the image as changed areas. The STANet_SA-PAM algorithm in Figure 

13(e) is a further improvement of the STANet algorithm. Using the improved PAM module, the method improves the accuracy of detection at 
the data level compared to the STANet algorithm, but still suffers from incomplete change detection, unclear contours and false detection. The 
STANet_R2N-PAM algorithm in Figure 13(f) replaces the ResNet in STANet and uses Res2Net as the feature extraction layer network. 

Compared with the previous two methods, this method can effectively extract most of the change information and can better maintain the feature 
contour information, but there are still problems of missed detection and false detection. Figure 11(g) the STANet_R2N_SA-PAM algorithm 
integrates the improved strategies of the first two methods and fuses all the extracted spatial information as far as possible, the results obtained 

by it are closest to the ground reference data, the accuracy of the feature extraction layer is improved to effectively improve the detection 
accuracy in the subsequent processing, the refined processing of the improved spatio-temporal attention module suppresses the noise problem 
The improved refinement of the spatio-temporal attention module suppresses the noise problem and effectively improves the change detection 

accuracy. The algorithm maintains the feature contour information more completely and effectively eliminates most of the fals e and missed 
detections. 

 
Figure 11: Comparison results based on PAM modules (a) T1 time-phase image; (b) T2 time-phase image; (c) label; (d) STANet-

PAM; (e) STANet_SA-PAM; (f) STANet_R2N-PAM; (g) STANet_R2N_SA –PAM 
 

Figure 12 depicts the change detection outcomes based on the BAM module for the cropland feature dataset. Although the change 
detection results based on the BAM module are inferior to those based on the PAM module, they can still confirm the efficacy of the algorithmic 
approach proposed in this paper. Notably, the STANet-BAM algorithm in Figure 12(d) exhibits more false detections than other methods, while 

the detected change information presents a wide range, incomplete contours, and a large number of unchanged areas labeled as change areas. 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)
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Similarly, the STANet_SA-BAM algorithm in Figure 12(e) exhibits comparable issues to the STANet algorithm when using the improved BAM 
module. However, this approach can effectively detect some change information in certain prediction cases, enhancing detection accuracy and 
minimizing missed detections. In contrast, the STANet_R2N-BAM algorithm in Figure 12(f), which employs Res2Net as the feature extraction 

layer network, can extract change information effectively while preserving the feature contour information better than the preceding two methods. 
Nevertheless, it still suffers from numerous missed detection instances. Finally, the STANet_R2N_SA-BAM algorithm in Figure 12(g) integrates 
all the spatial information extracted as much as possible, thereby effectively extracting more change information than the preceding methods 

while maintaining more complete feature contour information. Nonetheless, this algorithm still experiences some false detecti ons, and the 
extraction of target change information is not as effective as that of the PAM module algorithm. 

 

 
Figure 12: Comparison results based on BAM modules (a) T1 time-phase image; (b) T2 time-phase image; (c) label; (d) STANet-

BAM; (e) STANet_SA-BAM; (f) STANet_R2N-BAM; (g) STANet_R2N_SA -BAM 
 

 

6.0 Conclusions  
 In this paper, a twin neural network-based change detection method is designed to detect the change of cultivated land features in 
two temporal images. The results show that the algorithm fully exploits the feature mining capability of twin neural networks and can effectively 

extract the change detection information of cultivated land features. In order to further verify the recognition and generalisation capabilities of  
the algorithm, the algorithm was evaluated at two levels: the source of the algorithm and the source of the dataset. The resu lts show that the 
deep learning-based change detection algorithm can, to a certain extent, overcome the influence of "pseudo-change" information and extract 

the change detection information of interest, with better results than the change detection algorithm based on traditional methods. 
In the future, the detection algorithm can be further optimised to add more types of arable land features to support the enforcement and 
supervision of the supervisory authorities on the indiscriminate occupation of arable land, so as to timely detect the illegal acts, mitigate the 

"man-made disasters" faced by arable land and effectively protect food security. 
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